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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

The writings of Thomas Wolfe have raised a critical controversy of considerable extent. Estimates of them have ranged from the highest kind of praise to the worst sort of condemnation. Much of this criticism has been somewhat unfair. Critics have fastened on Wolfe's obvious failings and almost completely ignored the facets of his work which had actual value, or showed signs of promise. The stream of criticism has taken two separate and distinct courses and neither has been completely fair or honest. Wolfe has been compared with such literary greats as Balzac, Proust, Melville, Whitman and Joyce. Perhaps he has shown promise of equaling the best we know in literature, but hardly enough time has passed to make such a judgment legitimately; most of the criticism appears to be emotionally biased.

The purpose of this study will be to isolate one

2. Ibid., p. 192.
3. Ibid., p. 186.
4. Ibid., p. 188.
element of Wolfe's work and examine it critically in an effort to determine the value of the one element. Selected characters from the novels of Thomas Wolfe will be examined against patterns of modern psychological theories in an effort to determine the reality of Wolfe's characterization. Modern psychological theory is more than just a theory. The separate theories of behavior patterns have been checked against a given number of cases of psychic disorders in an effort to determine whether or not the theory can be applied accurately in measuring the degree of normality or abnormality in the behavior, action, deed or conduct of a human being. Since the validity of the theories has been checked against human behavior it can be accepted as a criterion of reality of behavior patterns in examining characters from Wolfe. This study, if successful, will illuminate one element of Wolfe's work and lay the basis for a sound critical opinion of Wolfe's stature as a writer.

Thomas Wolfe gave little formal study to psychology; he wrote about people from observation and insight, and was a natural interpreter of human nature and character. He is not writing psychology, he is writing about people and the reason psychology is being used as a criterion of reality

5. Infra, pp. 80-84
is to have a valid basis for any opinion that might be expressed on the reality of his characterizations.

Psychology is the scientific study of human nature, and the tools for it are observation and experimentation. Since the characters in a novel are not adaptable to experimentation the method used here will be observation and analysis. Scientific observation is ruled by several factors: first, the purpose of the observer, which in this study will be to determine the degree of relationship between the character and personality of the persons in Thomas Wolfe's novels and modern psychological theories; second, the aspect of events on which attention is focused, and here that will be the type of material relevant to a complete study of the character being examined; and third, the control of conditions. This third factor has little concern with a study based on fictional creations since the conditions are necessarily controlled by the limits within which the novelist permits the character to move.

If a discussion based on psychological theories is not to degenerate into a mass of meaningless terminology a


7. Ibid., p. 29.
logical procedure must be followed. A clear pattern must be apparent before discussion begins. It is not possible to use the theories or approach of any one writer on psychology if a logical and complete procedure is to be followed in developing the study. Different theories stress different aspects of personality, behavior, or character and as a result the total picture of the person is often left incomplete. This study will not be based on any one of the accepted theories but on material taken from writings on general psychology, child psychology, abnormal psychology, studies of character, of personality, and of human dynamics. The method of studying each character will be adapted to the particular problem involved in each character.

Whether it is called action, deed, conduct, or behavior, several psychologists agree that manifest acts and observable behavior are the index to the character and personality of the whole person. Aller discussed the nature of character as a changing element which must necessarily be understood in the light of lengthy and extensive observation. The observation of a personality is concerned with the whole man but must be made of the parts or single behavior patterns. These smaller aspects must be examined and understood

---

Among the behavior patterns to be traced will be the
accepted theories of personality or behavior.

To not the person I will be, to any one of the
character of the character and an attempt made to determine whether
the information will be summarized in a general description
are relevant to the individual character have been completed
another element of behavior. When all the patterns which
Jammed, in the same character, by an examination based on
completed threading in one character at will be for.

 developments of the character and when these one pattern has been
even evidence of information will be looked for in the
actor at a time until be followed through the life of a person.

observations of behavior patterns, one aspect of our
interaction and interaction, where there are the common
experiences, hypotheses, hypotheses, techniques, techniques, hypotheses,
behavior which will be consistent to the theories of interaction.

hypothesis avoided. Theories will be examined to discover
and the conclusion that might result from a historical case
may single evidence of behavior will be examined at a
ex any evidence related to the pattern in theory. In these
or evidence related to the behavior patterns will be
discovery of the action occurs, but behavior patterns will be
thought to be discovered in the light of the evidence,
life of each character will not be treated and act, words.
introverted and extroverted social attitudes. Each of these attitudes is characterized by several factors by which each may be readily and simply recognized. This chart, taken from Morgan, is based on the theories of Jung.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTROVERTED CHARACTERISTICS</th>
<th>EXTROVERTED CHARACTERISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Thought, interests and activities all centered in himself.</td>
<td>1. Other people and surroundings more potent in determining thoughts, interests and activities than purely personal factors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Either indifferent or resistant to suggestions or advice from others.</td>
<td>2. Eager and willing to take suggestions and advice from others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Unpleasant situations tend to make him go off alone to brood. At these times his thoughts are concerned with himself.</td>
<td>3. Unpleasant situations stimulate him to attempt to change the situation. If worsted, his thought turns towards plans to win the next time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(see next page)


5. Seeks solitude. 5. Seeks company of others.

The lines between these two social types are not necessarily rigid. "A person may show contradictory manifestations, may have peculiar trends which are a combination of these mentioned... and at times may appear in quite a different light." As the discussion of the individual characters is taken up, it will be noted how one person can manifest the behavior of introversion or extroversion as a response to varied situations. A person is never bound within the strict limits of a permanent personality type. A predominant extroverted type has a compensatory function which is introversion, and the same function is noted from the introverted to the extroverted.

13. Ibid., p. 380.
15. Aller. op. cit., p. 17.
Another personality type which will be discussed is the hypochondriac. Morgan defines the term hypochon-
dria as a "lack of feeling of well-being" and a hypochon-
drial delusion as "all sorts of illnesses, pains and aches...
... obviously without foundation." Persons displaying this type of delusion are generally healthy and show no physical evidence of the illness on which the complaint is based. The background of such people has an element of failure in the pattern of their lives. In discussing the characters having hypochondriacal tendencies, such evidence as points out the background to the delusion will be brought into the discussion.

A complete discussion of love in all its psychological aspects is not necessary to the development of such facets of the emotion as will be discussed in this study. A study of the abnormalities in the development will not be included. Narcissism is one development of love which will be used in studying the personalities to be found in Wolfe's writings, since in this one development can be found all the material necessary for a complete study. The transition

17. Morgan, op. cit., p. 266.
19. Ibid., p. 277.
of infantile or primary narcissism through secondary narcissism to mature or object love is discussed in detail by Symonds. However, for reference, all that is necessary to an understanding of the emotion is a knowledge of several of the factors by which narcissism can be identified.

Narcissism is basically self-love in its various aspects and in a normal personality this self-absorption changes to object love, or love centered in something or someone outside of the self. However, a similar situation exists in narcissism as was pointed out in the social types of extrovert and introvert. Narcissism is never completely divorced from object love; it “can be diluted but can never be destroyed.”

Narcissism is characterized by several notable expressions; one of these is a tendency towards egocentricity, another is self-absorption, and more important than either of these is self-admiration. Self-admiration manifests itself in pride and vanity. The narcissistic may also be inclined to overestimate his abilities and importance and


22. Ibid., p. 534.

23. Ibid., p. 542.
to be dominating in his relationships with others. Another expression of this type is the demands placed on others for attention, praise, honor and compassion. He may also demand "loyalty in spite of . . . provocative behavior." Other tendencies which may be noted in the narcissistic type are: the ability to disregard the needs and wishes of other persons, a jealousy developed in an inadequate love for another, a dependency on others, sensitivity to neglect and criticism, and a depreciation of others particularly in certain economic classes, occupations, and races.

Several intellectual types will be examined in the course of study. Psychologists accept as a general classification of this type "all persons who place unusual emphasis upon the rational processes." The variety of intellectual personality types has an equal number of underlying forces and motives which result in the particular response. There are eight main types of intellectuals and it is possible that evidences of each will be found in

---

24. Ibid., p. 543.
25. Ibid., p. 544.
26. Ibid., pp. 544-46.
Thomas Wolfe's novels.

Emotional types are as numerous as intellectual types and despite the fact that the two words, emotional and intellectual, have a positive distinction affective extremes can rise from the same source as intellectual extremes. Intellectual balance and emotional balance quite often go hand in hand, and emotional excesses or repressions can often be traced to intellectual maladjustments. There is a very apparent correlation between the two types of psychic disorders. In cases where the relationship is obvious and a lack of balance in one field can be traced to a lack of balance in the other they will be discussed as a single development in the personality. However, when the relationship does not exist the two will be discussed separately. Psychologists recognize nine main emotional types.

Whenever possible in studying the development of a character an attempt will be made to understand behavior patterns which have their source in childhood experiences. Freud develops the idea that "childhood memories ... accompany us through a great part of life." The process of

28. Ibid., pp. 370-73.
29. Ibid., pp. 375-77.
recall is an uncertain thing but investigations point to reminiscences traced to the sixth month of life, while other incidents show no ability of recall before the sixth to eighth year of life. Psychologists, however, agree that even memories which cannot be consciously recalled have left their mark and do affect future behavior. The theory had its origin with Freud and found development in later writers.

In classifying personalities into types the selection of the formula will occasionally seem arbitrary. This is because of the fact that in psychological theory the dividing line is not often clearly drawn and there is often a divergence of opinion among the psychological authorities. Actually, this study will not be concerned so much with fixing the characters within the standards set up for the various types of personalities, as in considering the trends or tendencies a character may have toward one of several directions and in fixing to such a degree as possible the predominant direction. Wolfe's insight into the intricacies of behavior and the mind will be determined by the degree to which his characters meet the standards of acceptable psychological theories.

31. Ibid., p. 61.
Behavior patterns, as described by psychologists, rarely consider the finer gradations in the swing from abnormal through normal to perfection. Modern psychology is moving away from this tendency to set mandatory lines for the classification of all psychological types. Psychologists of the abnormal recognize the fact that "the little twists... have a causal relation with larger deviations." Abnormalities in personality may only affect a very minor portion of the total behavior pattern and cannot be considered indicative of the entire personality until fitted into a pattern of the whole. As the study is made of a character taken from Wolfe it will be noted that certain acts conform to an accepted abnormal standard but until the chain of minor patterns has been assessed a judgment cannot be valid. Material for this study will be taken from the four novels of Thomas Wolfe: *Look Homeward, Angel*, *Of Time and the River*, *The Web and the Rock* and *You Can't Go Home Again*.

---

32. Morgan, op. cit., p. 11.
CHAPTER II

EUGENE GANT

Eugene Gant is the central person in the first two novels of Thomas Wolfe and his personality is carried through into George Webber of the last two novels. To treat the two persons as a single development would be obviously confusing. However, the discussion of the development of George Webber will follow the discussion of Eugene Gant in an effort to determine whether or not the two characters have characteristics which would link their development together. Within the novels Eugene is developed as a picture of childhood and the early years of young manhood. George Webber has a sketchily developed childhood with the emphasis placed on his years of manhood. The transition, therefore, from one character to the other, will be natural and easy to follow in a chronological pattern. The character of Eugene as a youth should find expression and fuller development in the young manhood of George Webber if there is any existing relationship intended by the author.

The very early years of Eugene's life are described with such devotion to detail that we may be tempted to doubt the capability of a mind to retain such valid expressions of extreme childhood. Thoughts and sensations are ascribed to the child which we do not normally conceive of as existing in a child's mind. Perceptions in children are present very early in life, some reactions are apparent as early as the twenty-fifth day after birth. We cannot be sure, however, that the action or influence which aroused the response was recorded with notable fidelity in the child so soon after birth. The effect of the experience on a young child has the tendency to shape future response patterns, but it is doubtful whether specific incidents can be recalled to the mind of the child as having been important forces in his life. Psychologists admit that the ability to trace reminiscences can be taken back to the sixth month of life but the ability to do so is rare. For this reason the accuracy of such recordings as these examples of Eugene's life up to the age of three years is rather doubtful.

"Soon," he thought, as the heavy food fragrance floated in to him, "I shall be in there with them."

34. Skinner, as. 511, pp. 231-51, 421-55.
35. Ibid., pp. 437-443.
And he thought lusciously and mysteriously of succulent food.

All through the afternoon upon the veranda Gant told the story, summoning the neighbors and calling upon Eugene to perform. Eugene heard clearly all that was said that day: he was not able to answer, but he saw that speech was imminent.

Thus, later, he saw the first two years of his life in brilliant and isolated flashes. His second Christmas he remembered vaguely as a period of great festivity: it accustomed him to the third when it came.36

This section devoted to the childhood memories of Eugene ends with an incident in which he escapes from his nurse by worming "craftily" through the side wires of a fence. The escape ends by the child crawling beneath a standing horse which steps lightly on his head. The ability to recall this last incident may not be particularly unusual. William Ellery Leonard carries the process of recall through his early and formative years, tracing personality disorders to a childhood incident in which he was frightened by a locomotive. However, he depends on some mental magic called "twilight sleep" to trace his memories and the effect they had in building his phobias.37

The ability to recall incidents which had occurred


37. loc. cit.

within the first three years of life would be a rare quality. It may have been possible for Eugene to recall the incident of the horse, but it is doubtful if he could recover the memory of thinking "lusciously" about food, or "worming craftily" through a fence. The device of having Eugene recall the early forces at work on his life, however unsound or weak in relationship to reality, is excellent for displaying the early forces at work on the child and the early experiences which were to help shape the eventual man.

When Eugene reached the age of three he was supplied with books containing animal fables and pictures. From constantly hearing the fables read he had soon committed them to memory and astonished the neighbors by pretending to read them from the book. Studies have been made to determine the memory capacity of young children. The experiments showed a surprising ability in children of fifteen months to retain passages from the Oedipus of Sophocles. The feat of memory, then, may be exaggerated only in regard to the quantity of the material young Eugene passed on to the neighbors.

The memories and impressions of the child are possibly relics of the stories Wolfe has heard about his own childhood. Perhaps the effect the stories give of being technically weak and unreal is based on the fact that the impressions are too clear, the images too strong to be the product of a child's mind. However, when a few years have passed in the life of Eugene the details of his life become stronger and much more real. Strange, unexplained forces, experiences common to all children—fear, terror, loneliness, and shame—are coming to leave their marks on the mind of the young boy.

In *The Psychology of Abnormal People* Morgan discusses emotional crises as factors capable of shaping and moulding the future personality of the child. Freudian psychology has its basis in the possibility of an abnormal personality rising from the distortions created by childhood experiences of an adverse nature. Daisy, the sister of Eugene Gant, precipitates one of these distorting adventures when she takes Eugene, when he was three years old, through the chamber of horrors at the St. Louis Fair.

---

42. Morgan, op. cit., p. 365.
His young and impressionable mind was tortured by the insane horror of the display. The immediate effect soon left his mind but the nightmare returned in later years to torture his mind with symbolic meaning. The idea of the distorting effects of childhood experiences as it is explained by Freudian psychologists is applicable and Wolfe shows fine insight into a child’s mind in the light of this modern psychological theory.

Family relationships normally leave deep imprints on children in the course of life but when the family suffers conflict, particularly between the parents, the imprints are more often warped memories. Eliza and Will gant, the parents of Eugene, are not in complete accord. She is a grasping, ambitious woman and he is a free and easy soul bent on enjoying life—sometimes with little regard to cost. Life between them was all curse and clamor and any variation into tenderness was cruel affectation. When he first became aware of this strife, at the age of five, Eugene felt shame and humiliation. As the discussion of Eugene develops we shall see how, time and time again, the memory of his parents’ incompatibility returns

44. Wolfe, op. cit., pp. 56-57.
to haunt him and add a link in the chain of forces which shape his character.

The theme of the silver cord is familiar and recurrent in literature. In it we see a mother's refusal to release her son from the ties of affection, and an attempt to train and restrain affective bonds into a pattern of lifelong strength. In many cases the clutch is laid on the youngest member of the family. Eliza displays this tendency toward Eugene, her youngest child. The boy feels the possessive hold on him and thinks he has escaped the influence of his mother when he starts attending school. Like many children, Eugene then feels release and a sense of freedom; however, he never succeeds in breaking away completely from dependence on his mother. The normal affection for his mother should remain, but the deliberate design of subjection to this love should be thrown off if the emotion is not to develop into abject dependence.

Although Eugene never escapes the dependence and holds a real affection for his mother, with this love is a curious feeling of hate. This ambivalent emotion exists in his natural love for her and a hatred for her grasping

46. Wolfe, _op. cit._, p. 65.

47. Skinner, _op. cit._, p. 165.
nature. Ambivalence towards parents rises in the frustration of a normal need or drive within the child. Eugene felt that Eliza's love for money was depriving him of the learning he felt so in need of, and it is in this situation that the feeling of hatred has its roots.

School is an adventure. It may be thrilling or fearsome, but it is almost always for the young child an adventure. Eugene found it fearsome, and for a very logical reason. His hair was wound in long curls and his mother refused to cut it, for it would mean, symbolically, that he was no longer her baby. As a result of looking different from the rest of the children at school Eugene was teased and tormented by them and suffered horribly from their taunts. The cruelty of children is unintentionally harsh but that does not lessen the effect it may have of making the recipient sensitive to ridicule.

Eliza told Eugene strange, mystic tales about his ancestry and the heritage of "inbrooding," powerful clairvoyance, a cold and selfish nature from the Pentland clan.

50. Ibid., pp. 88-89.
51. Ibid., pp. 191-93.
These tales increased his feeling of being different. The fantasy and queerness of the Bentlands, which he felt to be his own, drove him further inwards and increased his dependence on the world of books. The general effect of this feeling of queerness, added to the boy's sense of shame for his parents' poor relationship, the emotional conflict in his feeling for his mother, and the effect of the taunts he suffered from his schoolmates had the tendency of making Eugene an introverted personality.

The life of Eugene is a mine of examples which point to introvertive tendencies. The lad developed the feeling of being completely lost socially, a sense of shame born in the economic scrabbling of his mother, in her petty shameful economies, and a complete sense of a lack of desirable social status very early in his life. Although he had a small circle of friends Eugene at times isolated himself from them because his emotional responses were not in tune with the sensations they experienced. On these occasions he would seek the solitude of his father's shop or the solace of books and idle romantic dreams in the public library.

52. Ibid., pp. 122-26.
53. Ibid., pp. 98-111.
Solitude is one of the primary defenses of the introvert and Eugene discovered the strength and comfort of it as a bulwark against the things he felt were his own social and economic inadequacies.

Skinner sets out a number of types of people who are prone to fail in making social adjustments. Among these types is the person who may be physically grotesque. Eugene was not actually grotesque in his physical proportions, but the attention given to his appearance by other people led him to believe that he actually possessed an abnormal physical appearance. Physical grotesqueness is not necessarily a handicap, but the tendencies in other people to overemphasize its importance increases its importance to the possessor. It has been noted how his appearance, when he first attended school, affected Eugene's attitude towards the experience. Because of the fearsome effect of the ridicule he was subjected to it was a relief to the lad when Eliza cut his hair at the age of nine and he no longer had to suffer the taunts of his schoolmates. However, his physical appearance when he was twelve caused him to be the object of similar ridicule:

55. Wolfe, op. cit., p. 201.
... his body was big-boned but very thin and fragile, with no meat on it; his legs were absurdly long, thin, and straight, giving him a curious scissored look as he walked with long bounding strides.56

With an instinct easy to understand Eugene turned to the people who did not ridicule him for his appearance but accepted him for the positive qualities he possessed. Margaret Leonard, wife of the headmaster of the school Eugene attended, saw the "straight thin shanks ... the big feet turned awkwardly inward; the dusty patches on his stockings ... his thin wristy arms that stuck out painfully below his cheap ill-fitting jacket," but she did not laugh, for she saw his need for comfort and for learning. Accordingly, the lad clung to her, the woman who filled the great need he had for comfort and support.

The interests of Eugene were not completely turned inward but enough so that his mental attitudes fulfilled some of the requirements laid down for an introverted personality type. When Eliza literally drove Eugene into selling magazines and newspapers on the street, the experience filled him with shame. It was not the fear of a "little honest work" Eliza accused him of that made him hate the occupation but the idea of making such a nuisance of himself

56. Wolfe, loc. cit.

57. Ibid., p. 215.
to other people. The lad knew his family was not well off but they were far from impoverished and the lack of social position equal to that enjoyed by some of his friends caused him pain. The values Eugene, at the age of eleven, placed on wealth, glory and position were somewhat childish and had their source in a series of fantastic dreams. The criterion he used is not an unusual one for children; it is natural to find things desirable because of the surface glitter they possess. As the lad grows older he penetrates beneath the surface and looks for more substantial values, but he is not equipped as yet to understand such complexities of life. Time must temper his dreams.

The sensitivity of Eugene's early life remained with him through his years at college. He hated the experiences in much of his four years and particularly felt the "loneliness, pain, and failure" during the first year. He was young, not quite sixteen, when he entered the university and was not fully prepared for the reality of the atmosphere he had only dreamed of as a romantic blur. He was filled "with the unbalanced vision, the swollen egotism of the introvert" and believed that all the college jokes were

58. Ibid., pp. 122-23.
59. Ibid., pp. 103-11.
designed for him and directed at him; "he listened attentively to a sermon in chapel by a sophomore with false whiskers; he had prepared studiously for an examination on the contents of the college catalogue . . . " He was lonely but his responses to the situation fell into the pattern of his introverted personality, for he felt his only escape would be "to seek out obscurity."

Eugene left the university at the end of four years and for a short time attended Harvard. After leaving Harvard he took a teaching position in New York City. He was basically unchanged in his desire and instinct to turn inward as a defense against the external influences on his life. However, he did not fight the loneliness as he had fought it in college, and resigned himself to the fact that he must be lonely. This knowledge came to him violently and he accepted it without completely knowing why it must be true:

He did not know the moment that it came, but it came instantly, at once. And from that moment on mad fury seized him, from that moment on, his life, more than the life of anyone he would ever know, was to be spent in solitude and wandering. Why this was true, or how it happened he would never know;

60. Ibid., p. 394.
61. Ibid., p. 395.
yet it was so.

The tendency to disregard, or to show an unwillingness to accept direction and guidance from others often appears in the character of Eugene. In college he personifies this aspect of his nature; he takes advice and suggestions from people he admires but absolutely rejects them when offered by a person for whom he can feel no affinity. When one professor suggested that Eugene do some particular reading the thoughts of the lad are typical of his attitude:

I'll write the damn report for him, and damn well read what I damn well please.63

At the same period in college Eugene has a professor he admires extremely; to satisfy and please this man he expends terrific effort. The introvertive type may be indifferent to advice but it is also sensitive to personal relationships. Eugene indicated this in his affection for Margaret Leonard, and now in his attitude toward some of his professors.

Van der Hoop points out that expressions of personality normally accepted as factors of the extroverted type


are found in an introverted personality in a compensatory
function. Eugene displays this compensatory reaction on
several occasions. The most notable is shown in the swing
towards exhibitionism in his second year of college after
the loneliness of his first year. Retaining his sense of
being alone and reveling in it, the youth enters into a
period of complete reaction.

He was happier than he had ever been in his
life, and more careless. His physical loneliness
was more complete and more delightful. His escape
from the bleak horror of disease and hysteria and
death, that hung above his crouched family, left
him with a sense of aerial buoyancy, drunken free-
dom. He had come to the place alone, without
companions. He had no connections. He had, even
now, not even one close friend. And this isolation
was in his favor.

Everyone knew him at sight; everyone called
him by name, and spoke to him kindly. He was not
disliked. He was happy, full of expansive joy.
He greeted everyone with enthusiastic gusto. He
had a vast tenderness, an affection for the whole
marvellous and unvisited earth, that blinded his
eyes. He was closer to a feeling of brotherhood
than he had ever been and more alone. He was
filled with a divine indifference for all appear-
ance.

.................

He began to join. He joined everything. He
had never belonged to any group before, but now all
groups were beckoning him. He had without much

64. Hoop, J. H. van der. Character and the Uncon-
scious: A Critical Exposition of the Psychology of Freud
1923, p. 156.
trouble won a place for himself on the staff of the college paper and magazine. The small beginning trickle of distinction widened into a gushet. It began to sprinkle, then it rained. He was initiated into literary fraternities, dramatic fraternities, theatrical fraternities and in the Spring into a social fraternity. He joined enthusiastically, submitting with fanatical glee to the hard mauling of the initiations, and went about lame and sore, more pleased than a child or a savage, with colored ribbons in his coat lapel, and a waistcoat plastered with pins, badges, symbols, and Greek lettering. 65


It is possible that the violence of Eugene's compensation for the loneliness of his life was extreme enough to be considered as at least bordering on the abnormal. It is not apparent yet but as the analysis of the character progresses it will be noted that many of his responses are extremely strong in relation to the situation that stimulated them. However, these extreme responses are always the result of some repression and the youth returns to normal when the repression has been released.

At various times, other than when he was in college Eugene's behavior illustrates the variation from one social type of personality to the other. As a student at the Leonards' school his associations with the other students often reached a casual note which was neither extroverted nor introverted. Eugene participated in the presentation of a rather absurd Shakespearean pageant without feeling
any embarrassment or having the impulse to draw into himself. While in school at Harvard he formed several associations which had their basis in qualities other than those belonging to a completely introverted personality. The youth returns the grudging respect and friendship of the Murphy family with a warmth that is unusual considering the lack of common ground on which he could meet the rather narrow and sterile people. In New York he mingles rather freely with the wealthy Pierce family and shows very little concern over the opinions they may have of his social and economic inadequacies.

The mixed elements of extroversion and introversion can be considered as a single facet of Eugene's personality. The introverted qualities were caused by the early forces in his life, and the extroverted qualities were caused by the repressions seeking an outlet. The majority of his behaviorisms conform to the factors by which an introverted social type is characterized. According to this evidence he could be classified as a predominantly introverted type. He cannot be considered as an example of a pure social type.
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Psychologists seem to agree that the general tendency in a person to exhibit more acts in conformity to the introverted or extroverted pattern is sufficient evidence to classify the person as the type in which the pattern of acts has preponderance. Eugene Gant, then, has the introverted form of personality.

The pattern of love in Eugene’s life has been touched upon. The origin of the feelings he had for his mother has been discussed as an ambivalent emotion. Eugene was not rejected by his parents; on the contrary, his mother wanted to hold his affection too closely. But the love he might possibly have felt for Bliza could not find full development because of her nature. It is doubtful whether it can be said that the lad loved his father; he admired him for his gusto and always retained a dazzling impression of the elder Gant’s physical appearance. However, Will Gant, despite his few kindnesses and occasional generosity, was absorbed too much in his own pleasures and pains to accept any of the responsibility of his son’s education, training, or affection.

Because he could not find full expression for his

love in his parents, Eugene was thrown back on his own resources for affection. In the normal pattern of such a situation the substitution consists of taking fantasy for reality. "Eugene wanted two things . . . he wanted to be loved, and he wanted to be famous." The love he satisfied with romantic dreams of beautiful blonde heroines and often "the shell of his morality [was] broken to fragments by his desire" for the love he did not have.

When Eugene returned home from college for his first summer holiday he had his first romantic love affair, with Laura Jones, one of Eliza's boarders. The air of unreality in this youthful romance is not unnatural if we remember that for the first time in the lad's life true affection is being fully given and true affection is being fully returned. The dreams of Eugene have led him to absurd lengths in romanticizing emotional love and he idealizes Laura as an unattainable dream of beauty and spiritual affinity. When the girl leaves Altamont and callously writes to Eugene of her impending marriage he is hurt and disillusioned, but except for a rather dramatic letter of renunciation and a short period of dramatic remorse he is sufficiently mature.
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to overcome his disappointment.

Only once again in the story of Eugene Gant does he find himself involved in a love affair. The girl is a rather rich person, a friend of Francis Starwick, whom Eugene meets in Paris. She is rather hopelessly in love with Starwick and so the love Eugene has for her is equally hopeless. Two of the elements of narcissistic love are evident in Eugene's relations with Anne: he depreciates the girl because she is wealthy, and he feels that wealthy people are often shallow and superficial. He also reviles her and yet while he is cursing her he is demanding her love. Even the factor of self-admiration, another element of narcissism, is evident in this speech Eugene throws at Anne while speaking of her and her companions:

"... 'You're not worth it! You're not worth it!' he cried bitterly. 'You call me a big hulking lout and I feel more, know more, see more, have more life and power and understanding in me in a minute than the whole crowd of you will ever have--why, I'm so much better than the rest of you--that--that--there's no comparison!'"

The story of Eugene closes with an expression of love for an unknown lady he sees on the ship when returning from Europe. This woman was beautiful; she was an

---


apparently rich Jewess, and her name was Esther. Young Gant feels an intense emotional impact just from seeing this woman, but the novel ends before the love can be developed. The only expression of the love he feels is not sufficient to support any theory it might be asked to substantiate. Esther reappears in the last two novels of Thomas Wolfe and is linked with George Webber, which will complete the development and may support the theory that the character of Eugene is continued in George.

Emotionally Eugene represents the self-centered type. He was absorbed with his own sensations, skills, and desires, both in the world of reality and of fantasy. Since the introvertive personality is of an inward nature, it is not strange that the emotional responses of such a person should be also reflective or self-absorption. The extremity of Eugene's reaction has been noted in his exhibitionism in college. The same lack of balance can be found in his emotional response to the situations he encountered. The most notable of these incidents immediately followed the death of Ben, Eugene's beloved brother. The incident was a shocking emotional orgy, filled with senseless remarks, wild laughter, and equally wild tears. The situation is shocking only when the reader fails to recognize
the significance of laughter coming out with savage violence and accompanied with flowing tears. The fierce and senseless remarks are a condemnation of the satire of funeral pomp. Men were worth more care, time, and money dead, than he had ever been when he was alive. The horror of Ben's death and the grotesque funeral preparations placed Eugene under extreme tension. Emotional reactions of this type are discussed by Morgan. The general classification is catatonic disorders, and catatonia means letting down of tension. It would be well to keep in mind that the classification of these disorders does not consider the degree or variation in the actual emotional response. To disregard this variation would mean interpreting everything in the light of an abnormal explanation. Eugene's reaction was not abnormal; it was simply a variation from the accepted norm or standard. The intensity of the situation bringing about a particular response must be considered in judging whether or not a response is extreme. In this case Eugene was acting in conformity with the degree of expression which the stimulus required.

Eugene's intellectual life and emotional life were
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closely linked. There is a fury in the lad's temperament at the age of twenty-one, a desperation born in the frustration of his young life, the knowledge that he had but scratched the surface of the world he wanted to penetrate to the core.

He read insanely, by the hundreds, the thousands, the ten thousands, yet he had no desire to be bookish; no one could describe this mad assault on print as scholarly; a ravenous appetite in him demanded that he read everything that had ever been written about human experience. . . . This fury which drove him on to read so many books had nothing to do with scholarship, nothing to do with academic honors, nothing to do with formal learning . . . He simply wanted to know about everything on earth, and it drove him mad when he saw he could not do this. And it was the same with everything he did.??

If Eugene was extreme in his seeking, wild in his hope, and desperate in his despair it was because his need was so great, the need to justify the failure of his youth, the promise of his hope. This behavior is typical of the "compensatory intellectual," or the behavior of a person who desires to excel in intellectual pursuits in order to compensate for a real or imagined inferiority in some other realm.

This study has been a brief case history of the
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various aspects of the character of Eugene Gant. The immediate question is whether or not a character has been created which has reality when examined psychologically. There is some chaos in the development but the chaos is that of a young, unformed mind seeking the answers to eternal truths. The important forces at work in the life of Eugene helped to maintain the chaos, for not one of these forces, with the exception of Ben's and Mrs. Leonards' influence, had a unifying effect. We have noted the ambivalent conflict in his affection for his mother, the shame he felt in his parents' conflict, the insufficiency of his material world, the effects of his own appearance, and the unbalanced emotional responses which had a background in these aspects of his life. The one principle, the one focus of his life was great quest, the search for foods to feed his intellectual hunger. It was a great hunger, but not an abnormal one, for in such appetites are born the great and good things of the world.

Eugene is not completely formed because the novels do not take him beyond a certain period in his life. However, he is completely and well developed as far as his life is carried within the novels. He is a logical product of all the forces of his life, and his life was compounded of all the forces of a real world. The trends and tendencies Eugene displayed toward introversion, emotional and intellectual
lack of balance, and narcissistic love all have a logical background in his early years. The environment of his early life made it necessary that he should develop in a particular fashion and Wolfe developed him in that way. There is no lack of balance in the parts of Eugene, one facet of his nature is not incompatible with any other. The forces which brought out the psychological pattern of introversion brought out the responses in the other patterns discussed. As the lad grew he changed and with the development of his knowledge, integrity, and humanity he lived.

Eugene has an intensity which the reader may accept as being too extreme to be well balanced. The forces in the lad's life all worked in conjunction to develop this intensity. The personality is balanced because all the expressions are compatible. Eugene was excessive in his introverted tendencies, the few expressions we have of his extroversion are equally excessive. His intellectual drive is intense and his emotional responses are equally intense. The lack of balance does not exist in the entire personality, for each pattern is in conformity with the other, the lack of balance is apparent only in the intensity of Eugene's behavior.
CHAPTER III

THE STUDY OF GEORGE WEBBER

The development of George Webber is not quite so disordered as the development of Eugene Gant. The early years of Webber's life are treated lightly; there is no such strict devotion to detail as was found in the first two novels. The youth and young manhood of George are treated in more detail but the development is organized to make the effect a more orderly progression than was followed in the life of Eugene. Nothing is lost in this simplified and better organized treatment; it is an improvement in technique and has the tendency of adding force to Wolfe's portrayals.

Although the background of young Webber is different from that of Eugene the same forces are evident in the different backgrounds. The same conflict noted in Eugene's love for Eliza is apparent in George's feelings for his Aunt Maw. She is the oldest sister of George's dead mother and has made herself responsible for the boy's care. The same mystic tales Eliza told Eugene about the Kintlands were told to George by his Aunt Maw about his heritage of
queerness and mystery from the Joyners. George's father kept himself aloof from his son as the elder Gant had kept himself apart from Eugene. George was told that his father was a bad and evil man but the lad still worshipped and admired his father from afar. A rather similar situation existed between Will Gant and his son.

No less than Eugene, George hated the atmosphere in which he was being raised, and felt a deep and abiding shame for the poverty and narrowness of his life. Young Webber had conceived of a good and a bad universe in his dreams; his world was the bad, and the good was a world of learning, glowing reality and warm living. His dreams were naturally centered in attaining the good dream world. There is more maturity in the dreams and hopes of George than was found in the dreams of Eugene. His dreams were not so extravagant and his hopes were not beyond the realm of conception.

Eugene was noted for his rather different appearance; George is also notable for his rather grotesque appearance. At the age of twelve the lad is described as being,
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Not large or heavy for his age, but strong and heavy in the shoulders, arms absurdly long, big hands, legs thin, bowed out a little, long, flat feet; small face and features quick with life, the eyes deep-set, their look both quick and still; low brow, wide, stick-out ears, a shock of close-cropped hair, a large head that hangs forward and projects almost too heavily for the short, thin neck—not much to look at, someone's ugly duckling, just a boy. As a result of his simian appearance George was called "Monk" by his companions.

The forces in George Webber's life sprang from a different source, but the effect was basically the same as the forces that operated in the life of Eugene. These forces left him a shy lad with introvertive tendencies. The things George lacked in his spiritual and material worlds developed an abnormal hunger for hope and justification in him. While in college George behaved in a manner that was not unlike the attitude Eugene displayed while he was in college. However, the impression of maturity is much more noticeable in George than it was in young Gant. George Webber also raced through masses of reading, but in a more selective fashion. George also demanded high standards in his associates, but he was able to compromise the high standard for the sake of friendship. His friendship was not necessarily based on the same intellectual level as Eugene's; he could accept and return affection for the
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value of fellowship.

When George leaves college it is with the understanding that not he alone was lost, not he alone had a hunger, a quest, a need from life. This is a promise of understanding that is much more selfless than Eugene's lonely, bitter, searching life. Eugene accepted New York as a hard, sterile city; George looked on New York as an adventure, a land of hope and anticipation. The difference in point of view can be explained in the depth of their respective understandings. Eugene's dreams had been centered in a life above and beyond New York City; as a result he refused to understand or accept the life he was forced to live there. The sudden fame and glory he had looked for never appeared to him. George had a pre-conceived notion of the "good" world, and New York fitted the picture.

It would be a mistake, however, to imply that George was completely happy and completely open-minded in his acceptance of the great city and the conglomerate of human beings who peopled it. The basic need George had from life was not being fulfilled and he was, psychologically speaking, suffering from a bad case of frustration. His
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adjustment to situation, which he felt blocked his progress, was not founded on an intellectual pattern; like Eugene, his response was more often emotional. His reactions varied between joy and despair in rather unhappy measures. He dramatized his life as empty, weary, and filled with agony. He often changed abruptly to moods of anticipation and delight, which filled him with a great sense of promise. Frustrated persons follow a behavior pattern which is generally illogical; they have a tendency towards neuroticism, are quite often addicted to feeling inferior, and show signs of being over-aggressive. George displays this tendency towards over-aggressiveness quite often; it manifests itself in a desire to tear satisfaction from the world.

There is a paradox in the fury and hunger which lashed at George Webber that was not evident in Eugene. Young Gant wasted his fury and talents in frenzied bursts of emotional behavior that had little absolute value save but to purge him of the tremendous sense of loss he experienced in his moments of despair. The maturity of George Webber saw how little promise there was in his loneliness and restive wanderings. He retained his vast appetite for

work, sensation and experience, but directed it into creative channels. The impression of fury and chaos is kept before the reader but with an added awareness that the expended energy will produce fruit.

The element of narcissism in the character of Eugene—the element of love which had not reached full development and which determined many of the responses he made to the situations he was faced with, can also be found in George. The normal transition of emotional love which was never completed in Eugene finds development in George's character. If we remember that a child, rejected by his parents, tends towards narcissism because he is thrown back on his own resources for love, and such a person substitutes fantasy for reality and becomes aggressive in an attempt to wrest a good opinion of himself from other people. The person with narcissistic tendencies has a background of emotional insecurity and anxiety, and because of the peculiar behavior pattern, is often unfit for social relationships with other people. The strength of the factors which shaped George's responses is too great to permit a complete passage to mature love.

The appearance of Esther Jacks has been foreshadowed in the closing pages of Of Time and the River. Eugene Gant
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is returning to America from Europe and is fascinated by one of the passengers on the ship, an attractive and apparently rich Jewess, whose name is Esther. George Webber, like Eugene, has spent some time on the continent working, travelling, absorbing all the sensations and experiences he could find. He meets Esther Jacks on the ship returning to America. The lives of these two people remain intermingled throughout the last two novels of Thomas Wolfe. No matter whether the two are together, or separated by miles of continent and ocean, the influence of the love is felt profoundly by each of them. There is love in the relationship, and at times hate and bitterness, but the importance of the love affects both George and Esther profoundly. The foundation of the love is perhaps not morally sound, since Esther is a married woman, but the ethics are not important in shaping the love—the love is important in shaping George.

George Webber loves Esther, loves her because she fills his desperate need for understanding. The youth, like young Gant, had never really had understanding from his friends and associates. If Eugene could have had understanding his life might not have been quite so disordered.

and directionless. The slight influence Margaret Leonard and Ben had on Eugene was not lasting enough to be of really great importance. The love of George and Esther is much more lasting. Webber was aware of his insignificance, helplessness and dependence on other people and his value was asserted in the eyes of Esther. The background of George was fraught with insecurity; the insecurity of parental love, the instability of his economic life, and the disorder of intellectual doubt and longing. To fulfill his hopes and destiny George needed praise, attention, compassion, and in a sense honor. Esther supplied all of these.

The mature love, the genuine affection George had for Esther was in no way completely formed on his dependence upon her. The satisfaction of the ego seems to imply a rather base foundation for love but it is not unnatural; love is very often founded on dependence. But developing out of this dependence and running counter to it, in the relationship of George and Esther, is a mature and pleasurable emotion rising in a continued contact and an emotional familiarity. Since the love affair is so very important in the life of George the development or study of his character will be made, for the most part, with this relationship as the basis for the discussion. Foxhall Edwards, friend and editor of George, also influenced him greatly, and this
relationship will also be discussed.

Esther Jacks was an extremely rich woman and the people with whom she associated were equally rich. George had countless opportunities to take advantage of Esther's wealth and contact with wealthy people. There were a few occasions when he consented to attend parties with Esther and meet her friends, but he always turned away somewhat bitter and disgusted. Eugene behaved in a similar fashion towards the wealthy Pierce family; and the rejection of wealthy associations in George is, in part, founded on the same principle Eugene was following. George refused a serious acceptance of the friendship because he felt it would smother his ambitions and ability. While in attendance at Esther's ornate social affairs George was aware of a feeling of shame and humiliation, which was based on his introverted nature, but the desire for intellectual freedom was also a factor in the building up of his violent dislike for the society Esther moved in.

The after-effects of George's contact with Esther's friends generally culminated in a violent quarrel between the two. These quarrels were based on bitter recriminations
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concerning the quality of Esther's friends and the conflicting opinions of the lovers. Reacting in the only manner his personality would permit him to react George was unfair and unjust in the accusations he directed at Esther. He cursed and reviled her forgetting as he did so that the woman had given him faith, hope, and constancy. In a moment he might remember all of this and the truth that the fault was none but his, but he could not seem to restrain himself at these times. This response to a situation involving emotional love is typical in the narcissistic.

To escape Esther and the influence of her love, George left America to visit Europe. However, he knew when he reached Europe that, as yet, he could not escape—he felt that for all of his life their lives and love would be interwoven. He knew that the trip was not so much a desire to escape from Esther as to escape from all the tortures of his own frustration.

George was dissatisfied in Europe and completely unhappy, for he spent most of his time writing to Esther, or waiting for her letters and brooding over the memories he
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carried of her. This is typical of the response of the introverted personality: an escape into solitude. While in Germany he attended the famous October Festival, became exceedingly drunk and excessive in his joy in the gay holiday atmosphere. The emotional orgy Eugene gave way to at the death of Ben differed only in the intensity of the stimulus and intensity of the response. George's excitement ended in a drunken brawl, in which he received a rather serious head injury. While in the hospital recovering George thought rather calmly and sanely about himself:

Now he looked at his body without falsehood or rancor, and with wonder that he dwelt there in this place. He knew and accepted now its limitations. He knew now the demon of his mortal hunger would be inches and eternities from his grasp forever. He knew that we who are men are more than men, and less than spirit. What have we but the pinion of a broken wing to soar half-heavenward?

Yes! He knew as he looked at the grotesque figure in the mirror that he had done with all his hunger and his flesh that one man could do. And he knew also, although the bleared and battered face might seem to be the visage of a madman, the spirit that dwelt behind this ruined mask now looked calmly and sanely forth upon the earth for the first time in ten years.

The reader knows that George could not or would not accept his
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theorizing about soaring half-heavenwards, and that the calmness and sanity would not last. These thoughts reflect the thoughts of Eugene as he prowled hungrily through the stacks of the library. The urges, motives and drives will carry George, as they did Eugene, countless times to the peak of hope, and the frustrations of his life will carry him to the depths an equal number of times. George thought that he could accept his limitations, thought that the knowledge that his tortures were self-inflicted would make him more dependent on his head than on his heart for the direction of his life.

However, immediately upon his return to New York George deserted his noble reasoning and returned to the old relationship with Esther. He was resolved that "he would keep his love a thing apart, and safeguard to himself the mastery of his life, his separate soul, his own integrity." He believed, as did Esther, that the compromise would be acceptable and workable. She had her work and life in the theatre, and a circle of friends which neither would permit
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to intrude on George and his writing. The compromise inevitably failed and they returned to the same extravagant love-making, the bitter quarrels and recriminations. George Webber’s nature could never accept compromise; he could not compromise his learning, his creative ability, and thought he could not compromise his love. But the strength of his resolution to succeed creatively was greater than he knew and he broke away once more to live alone.

Shortly after his break with Esther George received word that his Aunt Maw had died. He travelled south to attend the funeral of the woman who had given to him, in the best manner she was capable of, the only affection he had known as a child. George was moved by his aunt’s death but the sense of loss was not personal; he was more impressed by the fact that the agelessness and timelessness he had accepted as part of her was ended. The memory of the Joyners, as she had told of their lives, had made them seem a tribe determined to triumph over death, and yet she was dead. Any shock he may have felt was soon replaced with the dread of funeral gloom and the atmosphere he knew would be created by the Joyners. This apparent indifference is more an expression of the self-absorption of the narcissistic than it is actual indifference.
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George Webber was not being callously unaware of the death of his aunt nor was he minimizing all she had been able to do for him when he was a youth. His consciousness had shut out the memory of his barren childhood, the good and the bad had become remote in the passage of time, and the deliberate effort to forget it had been successful. The effects remained and were being expressed in his motives, attitudes, and behavior, but the sense of what powers had shaped these forces in his life had been obliterated with the desire to forget the unpleasantness of his early life.

When George returned to New York Esther had a rather elaborate party planned with the intention of recapturing some of the attention he had taken from her and put into his own life and work. It was at this time George fully realized part of the resolve which had come to him in the hospital in Germany. The conflict was centered in two worlds; Esther's world of luxury and privilege, his world of truth and humanity—the essentials of his art. The memories of these two worlds are vital in the philosophy of George, for he knew both worlds. Part of his knowledge came from experience and part from observation. Faced with the easy sophistication of Esther's life which he had known, he turned to the world where he had seen
...the haggard faces of homeless men, the wanderers, the disinherited of America, the aged workers who had worked and now could work no more, the callow boys who had never worked and now could find no work to do, and who, both together, had been cast loose by a society that had no need for them and left to shift in any way they could—to find their food in garbage cans, to seek warmth and fellowship in foul latrines like the one near New York's City Hall, to sleep wrapped up in old newspapers on the concrete floors of subway corridors.102

Even his absorption with fame and glory could not turn George from the fundamental wrongs he observed in the life and times about him. The elements of narcissism in George's personality could be subordinated at times to things beyond himself.

While he was still absorbed with Esther George's first novel had been accepted for publication by Foxhall Edwards, editor of James Rodney and Company, publishing house. Fox slowly replaced Esther as Webber's source of hope and understanding. The narcissistic is dependent on others for support and when George lost one bulwark he naturally turned to another. With the faith Fox instilled in him George embarked with new energy and hope on his second novel before the criticism was released on the first. The prospect of fame from his writing was pleasing to George. Success meant fame and wealth to him and with this element
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of self-interest was an urge to write more and to write better things. However, the critics' response to Weber's book was of two kinds and each affected him in the way we would expect his character to react to diverse opinions. The harsh opinion rose from the people he had known in the South. These people regarded the book as offensive and insulting, and George's essential honesty revolted against this biased opinion. He was hurt and bitter and felt completely misunderstood. This is a typical response in the introverted personality type.

Professional reviewers were able to accept the book more for its own merit than the people who felt themselves involved in its contents. As we could very naturally expect from the earlier behavior of George, he was extreme in accepting the small glory and credit awarded to him by these reviewers. The same forces in George which made him cling to Esther, and later to Foxhall Edards, for their praise and encouragement, made him more than willing to accept even faint praise as magic pronouncements. Another element which made it possible for him to exaggerate the importance of the fair critical reception was the bitter feeling left
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by the harsh criticism.

Despite George's condemnation of the baser elements in the wealthy and cultivated society he was fair game for the lion hunters. The first flush of fame unbalanced the young man who had hungered for the magic touch for so long a time. However, as surely as he had rejected false coin earlier in his life and experiences, he found the truth in the reason for his popularity. George was ashamed that he had been capable of trading the fruit of his talents and integrity for empty praise, and exchanging the slight glory of his fame for dubious pleasures. The high intellectual standards of George could not be completely compromised to the self-interest of the narcissistic. Neither the condemnation nor the momentary notoriety of the reception to his first book could completely discourage George. The purpose of his life, the flow and direction of his abilities had always been toward the justification of the talent he knew he possessed. Ignoring the objections to his book and leaving the lion hunters behind he set to work in an attempt to produce writing of real value. He admitted to himself that the first book was not good enough and resolved that the
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second would be better.

Work and more work was not the answer for probable success. George needed spiritual sustenance to carry him along in his labors. Esther had been a bulwark against despair and after her, Fox. However, at this time he had isolated himself and he found that when he was truly alone he was not able to curb his dissatisfaction or despair. As a result of this knowledge he turned again to Fox and found peace, contentment and support in the association.

In his new serenity George was able to finish his second novel, take a trip to Europe, and return to organize his novel for publication. However, afraid of the reception his book might have, he left again to visit Germany. The introverted personality type finds security in solitude, and George’s fear of hurt turned him again to this refuge.

In all his years of living and experiencing George Webber had recorded in his mind and soul the vital changes which had taken place in the world about him. Gradually with his growing knowledge of life he came to know how profound the changes had been and how closely the changes in
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his own life were related to the shifting in the larger
pattern of his environment. The closing chapters of You
Can't Go Home Again are a summing up of Webber's life as
he saw it. The forces in George's life fostered the
great need he had for support and sustenance, and his life
was a struggle to obtain the support and a struggle to
break away from the support when it had the tendency to
repress his abilities. No less than Eugene, George is the
logical product of all the influences in his life: he had
an introverted personality, his lack of emotional love and
warmth turned him to a self-absorption which is typical of
the narcissistic who does not pass completely and readily
from the primary stages to a mature and object love which
can be considered selfless.

The total picture of George Webber is as complete
and balanced as the picture of Eugene Gant. The impression
of intensity Webber's actions bring to the reader should
not be confused with the balance of all the facets of his
personality. The same extremity which was noted in Eugene
is present here to a lesser degree, but all the patterns
have a relationship in balance. The narcissistic instincts
in George were fostered in his environment, the introverted
attitudes were a result of the same forces and each was a
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natural response to the extreme force of the stimulus.
The picture of George Webber is real because it is integrated and no single aspect of his personality is out of focus with the rest of the patterns.
CHAPTER IV
THE STUDY OF THREE CHARACTERS

This third section of the study will be devoted to an examination of three personalities in a briefer form than was followed in the examination of Eugene Cant and George Webber. Eliza Cant will be studied for tendencies towards hypochondria and such elements in her earlier life which were the background for the hypochondriacal delusion. Francis Starwick will be examined as an intellectual type and the forces which shaped his particular personality will be noted. Nebraska Crane is representative of the personality which has a normal emotional and intellectual balance with leanings towards an extroverted social attitude.

Eliza Cant

Eliza was a member of the Kentland family and had been reared in the mystic atmosphere we have noted as having such a profound influence on Eugene. The family was poor and Eliza passed her childhood in the years immediately following the Civil War. These had been years of extreme privation and poverty, and had left their mark on her. The experience of them had developed in her "an insane
niggardliness, an insatiate love of property." It has been indicated that one of the elements which is capable of developing a hypochondriacal delusion is the factor of failure in the life of the person. In conjunction with the tendency towards hypochondria is a self-absorption, an egocentricity, and Eliza displayed this in her behavior.

The life of Eliza was not easy and the fault was not completely hers; however, by her attitude towards life and property she drove people from her. Shortly after her marriage to Will Gant she estranged herself from him by her diametrically opposed attitude toward money and possessions:

For him Will the house was the picture of his soul, the garment of his will. But for Eliza it was a piece of property, whose value she shrewdly appraised, a beginning for her hoard. Will sought refuge in drinking, and as a result a wide rift came between him and Eliza. The situation was possibly unbearable for both of them; but Eliza endured the incompatibility, the struggle of bearing and raising nine children, and worked to accumulate money, property and possessions.
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These elements of insecurity (economic and emotional) represent the failure of her life along with the early poverty she had before her marriage to Gant.

Like the majority of psychic disorders the development of Eliza's hypochondria was a transitional process built up as a defense against externalities. When she first met Will Gant, when she was twenty-four years old, Eliza scoffed at physical illness, discarding it as being "half imagination." However, as the conflict between her and Gant grew worse, she accumulated more property and developed imagined illnesses as a defense against loneliness and defeat:

At Dixieland, Eliza slept soundly in a small dark room with a window opening on the uncertain light of the back porch. Her chamber was festooned with a pendant wilderness of cord and string; stacks of newspapers and magazines were piled in the corners; and every shelf was loaded with gummed, labelled, half-filled medicine bottles. There was a smell in the air of mentholatum, Vick's Pneumonia Cure, and sweet glycerine.118

Later, while in her middle fifties, Eliza was described as being in perfect health and stronger than ever she had been. At this time her hypochondria was most marked and she gloomily predicted her own death:

She admitted her health grudgingly. She made the most of every ache, and she infuriated Gant by

117. Ibid., p. 10.
118. Ibid., p. 183.
meeting every complaint with a corresponding account of her own disorders. 119

This is hypochondria, and the motives are apparent. Eliza had nothing but her love of possessions; Gant did not love her and her family did not love her completely. The only refuge she had from failure was her delusion. The knowledge that she needed and wanted love, pity and tenderness was of no help to her; she sought solace in the two things her nature accepted as escape, imagined illness and acquisitiveness.

When Ben died the family accused Eliza of neglect and she had no answer for the accusations. At the time her son was at his worst she was engaged in buying property. At the moment of Ben's death Eliza could only repine. "If I had known." However, she could not escape the knowledge that "the great evil of forgetfulness and indifference . . . could not be righted now." Even when Gant was in danger of dying a short time later, the reminder of Ben's death did not change her attitude, and she continued to live as always. At Gant's death, as she had at Ben's, Eliza could do nothing more than grimly re-echo the

119. Ibid., p. 279.
120. Ibid., p. 545.
121. Loc. cit.
sentiment she had voiced when she first met Gant, "half
our ills and troubles are all imagination."

If it were a question of moral values Eliza could
be judged as right or wrong in the attitudes she took
toward her own life, the life of the members of her family,
and the value of material possessions. However, as a psychol-
ogical type she cannot be judged; the reality of her person-
ality is all that can be assessed. If she had not turned to
hypochondria it is possible that Eliza's disorder would have
taken another form. The forces in her life made it necessary
that she should have some escape. Her early life was fraught
with insecurity, her life with Will Gant, which could have
supplied a balance, was extremely unhappy and unsuccessful.
The form her escape took was the acquisition of possessions
and the acquiring of illnesses.

Francis Starwick

Francis Starwick, an elegant young man, was the as-
sistant to the professor of dramatics at Harvard University.
He and Eugene Gant had become acquainted at the university;
their friendship was marked both by an air of reverence and
an air of resentment on the part of Eugene. He revered

122. Wolfe, Thomas, Of Time and the River. New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1935, p. 266.
starwick's polish, his air of power and wealth, and he
resented his own inability to pierce the reserve of starwick. the young men were twenty years old when the
meeting took place and each, in temperament, was the op-
posite of the other. despite this difference the two
youths became the closest of friends.
starwick admitted to his friend that he was an es-
there and an affected person. at the time he made this
admission he also assigned the reasons for his nature:
"i was the youngest in a family of nine children -
the same kind of family you will find everywhere.
i was the only delicate flower among them," he went
on with a cold impulsive irony. "we were not rich
people . . . a big family growing up with only a
small income to support us . . . my god! to come
into this world scarce half made up, to have the
spirit of the artist and to lack his hide, to feel
the intolerable and unspeakable beauty. . . . and a
skin too sensitive, a hide too delicate and rare -
. . . to declare its cruelty, . . . born without a
skin to make an armor, school a manner, build a
barrier. . . ."126
it is obvious starwick felt that his childhood was sterile
and repressed. he felt that his poor background had de-
graded the spirit and intelligence which he possessed. to
escape from this he diverted his emotional and intellectual

124. Ibid., p. 318.
125. Ibid., p. 323.
126. Loc. cit.
energies into an unnatural pattern. To preserve his sensitive skin he developed an "armor" against the people he felt lacked his sensitivity.

Starwick had acquired the ability to add an air of wealth and refinement to all that he did, and yet he was far from being wealthy. At Harvard he maintained a small private apartment, with a minimum of fine possessions, and his only income was the thousand dollars a year he received for teaching plus the small amounts his family were able to send to him. To live in any other manner would have been degrading to Starwick because he had an artificial standard of refinement and vulgarity that is typical of the esthetic personality. There is a lengthy section in Of Time and the River devoted to Starwick’s adventures in Europe. At this time the young man travelled about the continent on the good will and bounty of his friends, and yet, this did not disturb him so long as he could live in a manner he did not consider vulgar.

The childhood of Starwick and Eugene is similar in some respects; each was brought up in the restricted economic

127. Ibid., pp. 99-100.
atmosphere, and each could feel a lack of affection in his home life. Eugene escaped into introversion and displayed a lack of emotional and intellectual balance; Starwick built up a core of armor and simulated indifference to externalities. The response of Starwick is as sound, psychologically, as the response Eugene made to the forces which stimulated him. Starwick's nature was in conflict with his environment; he could either surmount the barrier or escape by going around the barrier, and his sensitive nature would only permit the evasion.

Nebraska Crane

"He came marching along at his strong and even stride, his hat upon his shoulder, as steady and as unperturbed as a soldier..." This is a picture of Nebraska Crane as a young boy and the portrait is basically unchanged as he grows to manhood. He was the son of the captain of the local police force and had grown up in an atmosphere that had no touch of inhibition in any of its aspects. Nebraska played baseball and played it well, he was unburdened with any of the intellectual doubts of George Webber. He was

130. Ibid., p. 274.

not brilliant, not stupid and recognized his limitations which is the attitude of the balanced intellectual.

Nebraska occupied very little space in the writings of Thomas Wolfe, he entered The Web and the Rock as friend of young Weber, and he entered briefly in You Can't Go Home Again to call on George and congratulate him on the publishing of his first novel. In both instances he was the same person, simple, unaffected and well balanced. He is definitely a minor character in the last two novels and yet he is memorable because he was so real. Though of his life is given to let the reader see that balanced forces have worked in conjunction to make a balanced personality.

Edward C. Aswell investigated the probable source of a model for Nebraska and was unable to find his counterpart among the people Wolfe might have known. He calls Nebraska Crane "a perfect example of free invention.

132. Morgan, op. cit., p. 373.


V

CONCLUSION

Five characters have been examined from the four novels of Thomas Wolfe. Two have been subjected to a rather thorough analysis, and three have been looked at briefly. The purpose has been to match the personalities against modern psychological theories in an effort to determine to what extent the characters conform to these theories. In every case the correlation was close and accurate. Eugene Gant conformed in every respect to the pattern which psychologists accept as logical under the conditions in which Eugene lived. George Webber had a background similar to that of Eugene and developed in a manner not unlike that in which young Gant developed. The study of the remaining three characters resembles a case history more than an historical analysis; however, enough examples were selected to point out the development and the forces which operated in their lives to cause the particular development. Eliza matched the pattern accepted for people having hypochondriacal delusions and the environment was the type which logically produces such a delusion. Starwick did not have great importance within the novels and yet he was drawn with fidelity, and the same can be said of the
development of Nebraska Crane.

As Thomas Wolfe was not a student of formal psychology, the basis for his insight must have been natural ability and any reading he had done in psychological materials. There is an established correlation between psychological theories and the natural ability to delineate characters with reality in relationship to their environment and personality trends. Psychology, whether it be behavioristic, gestalt, or human dynamics, aims at a better understanding of man in the world and conditions which surround him. Dynamic psychology is concerned with the individual and his adjustment to the inner and outer situations which enter his life. Behavioristic psychology is based on observable behavior and gestalt psychology with direct experience, or the way in which an individual perceives his environment. Each of these psychological methods has been used in examining the characters in this study.

Since these theories are based on human values and are developed as a result of observation and experimentation with human beings they can be accepted as one standard by which to judge the behavior of other persons, real or fictional. If we accept modern psychological theories as a basis for judging the reality of fictional characters, Thomas Wolfe, as the evidence has shown, has created characters which when judged by these standards has created characters which have reality. The ability to create characters is an important aspect of writing and to do so is to have mastery of one element in the craft of fiction.
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APPENDIX
February 13, 1947

My dear Mr. Craig:

The Central Records Office of the University gives me information that Thomas Wolfe, as a student at the University of North Carolina, took General Psychology 1 and 2. I think Thomas Wolfe must have gained his insights into people other than through sources of formal psychological study. He is one of the University's most famous sons.

Faithfully yours,

J. Maryon Saunders

Mr. George D. Craig
220 University Avenue
Missoula, Montana
February 12, 1947

Mr. George D. Craig
220 University Avenue
Missoula, Montana

Dear Mr. Craig:

Thomas Wolfe was enrolled as a graduate student at Harvard University from 1920 to 1923. During that time he took no courses whatever in psychology. The nearest thing to it was philosophy 10, a half course in aesthetics. Students who enrolled in this course were required to have previously taken at least a half course in psychology or philosophy. Thomas Wolfe's other studies were all in English, comparative literature, and French.

Yours very truly,

Clifford E. Shipton
Custodian of the Harvard University Archives
To Mr. George D. Clarke

Maxwell Perkin

Dear Mr. Clarke,

I hear that you are interested in psychology. I suppose you are not based on a formal education in psychology, and that what you understand about psychology is from your own intuition. I don't think this is necessarily a bad thing, as it is often the case that people who have not pursued formal education in a particular field have a unique perspective on it. If you are interested in psychology, I would recommend starting with some introductory texts, and then exploring from there.

If you should write to John Terry,

Dear Mr. Clarke,

Feb. 7, 1947

677 Fifth Avenue, New York 3, N.Y.

John Terry
February 11, 1947

Mr. George C. Craig
220 University Avenue
Missoula, Montana

Dear Mr. Craig:

I am awfully sorry to disappoint you, but though I knew Tom Wolfe very well, I think, I haven't the least idea whether he had much formal knowledge of "psychology." I'd rather guess, from his never having made the subject, to my knowledge, a mainstay of conversation, that he was not too interested in it, at least in the thorough or formal way which would be revealing to you in the going of your paper.

I should think that either Maxwell Perkins or Edward Aswell could, however, answer this question for you in a much more authoritative way than I could, since naturally both of them knew Wolfe a great, great deal better than I knew him.

I could have wished to be more helpful to you.

Sincerely yours,

Henry Volkering
Jonathan Daniels

1540 Caswell Street
Raleigh, North Carolina
February 17, 1947

Dear Mr. Craig:

In your graduate work, may I say that I think you are undertaking a very difficult problem in trying to get at Tom Wolfe's psychology or knowledge of it. I am sure the University of North Carolina could give you a list of the exact courses he took, if any, in the field of psychology.

May I, however, state a fact that seems to be missed by most of those interested in Tom Wolfe's work; which is, that while he was at Chapel Hill he seemed to be about the best adjusted person you could think of and was probably the most successful campus politician in his class.

With good luck and best wishes,

Sincerely,

Jonathan Daniels